
No  ULEZ  III  –  Sadiq  Khan
flies again
My husband went to London again for No ULEZ  – Stop Sadiq Khan
demo III.

I had to stay at home on family business.

On  previous  demos  the  police  were  very  supportive;  I
understand  that  today  was  no  exception.
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The ULEZ scheme, and the related 15 minute cities, pay per
mile and other wheezes, are all designed to reduce the freedom
of motoring and car ownership and confine it to a privileged
elite. The plebs are to use public transport or walk. However
today, as is the case most weekends since 2005 (when it was
supposed to be planned maintenance to ready the underground
for the 2012 Olympics) several lines of the tube were not
running (and they happened to be those in our area of London)
so my husband left an hour earlier and took an indirect route.

Meanwhile on National Rail there has been a 48 hour strike of
train drivers. My daughter managed to find a train running to
London starting from a different northern town to her usual
route home. When she got to the station she found her train
was cancelled without warning. Her ticket was honoured for the
next train and she arrived home 4 hours later than expected. 
If they want people to not drive there MUST be a viable
alternative.  Or is it more sinister than that? No travel for
the serfs at all?



Liar, liar, pants on fire

With transport problems and heavy rain the attendance was
lower than last month, BUT  did make the BBC early evening
news.

Readers might remember back in 2018 when “A blimp in the
likeness  of  Sadiq  Khan  flew  over  Parliament  Square  one
Saturday morning in protest against rising crime levels in
London.”
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The whereabouts of that blimp is now unknown but somebody
contrived this rather rude and saucy balloon which is not
quite such a good likeness.

Every month there people attend with a different vehicle.



This month a vintage red bus was hired as a platform to
broadcast the message.





Meanwhile the programme to remove the cameras as fast as they
are erected continues apace; But you didn’t hear that from me.

Here’s to next month. August is fast approaching.
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